
The sixth: This dogleg left par 4 puts a premium on tee placement. Players hitting a long tee shot 

must draw their ball into a very narrow landing area. Players must avoid the left side trees or face 

in almost certain bogey or worse. A well placed tee shot down the right side will leave a mid to 

short iron into this green and will allow the player to avoid a large tree guarding the front left 

side of the green. 

Kim Walsh Vining 

I have hit down the right and left side of this fairway! Somehow I can get myself out of the bad 

tee shot! It is a fair hole to play. I recommend to stay more to the right side then the left or you  

      George Russell 

Ditto 

 

Scott Weaver 

Definitely a hole I want to birdie. I try to hit a high draw when the wind favors the shot and a 

low draw into the wind. From the senior tees I hope to have no more than 70 yards to the pin. If 

the pin is in the back section of the green I don’t take it on, but aim for the middle of the green. If 

the pin is middle it is a green light hole to fire at the hole. If in the front I'll try to hit it just short 

of pin with height. I want a birdie but am never unhappy with a par. If  I come off the hole with a 

bogey I not a happy golfer. 

Dan Penninga 

Let’s imagine you’re oh say 130 out for your approach shot. And you’re just hoping to get 

somewhere on the green. Ya gotta aim or at least hope to the right side. A secondary upside to 

this strategy is that if you go a little too far right you can have a conversation with the local 

parrot. 

Scott Groh 

This is a fair hole. Play your tee shot down the right side for the best angle in. Bunkers on the left 

side of green are deep so stay out if you can. 
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